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The design principle behind Evolution is as follows:
As a column-based system, work surfaces, shelves, power strips, lights and other common
accessories are supported by brackets which mechanically attach to each column. By loosening
the bolts that support the brackets, each component is adjustable up/down the entire length
of the column. Adjustability is infinite – i.e., there are no notches or slots that pre-determine
locations. Evolution is a ‘cantilever’ design - work surfaces and shelves, suspend out
from the support columns and do not require additional vertical support.
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Specify either of two basic bench types:
1. ‘Starter’ benches consist of two vertical support columns, a connecting structural panel,
and a work surface along with its support brackets. Starter benches may stand alone, or
serve as the starting bench in a row of one or more connecting add-on benches.
2. ‘Add-on’ benches include all of the above, but with one vertical support column, since
it connects to and shares the column of its neighboring bench. When benches are connected,
work surfaces are un-interrupted for the length of the row.
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Exploded view of Evolution ‘Starter’ workstation

*
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Shown: Add-on bench (unattached), corner
configuration with overhead cabinet, mobile storage
pedestals, low column benches, mobile cart.

Double-sided benches include two
work surfaces, positioned back-to-back,
and come in starter and add-on configurations.
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Key Specification Selections – see Evolution Order Guide and Evolution for LANS brochure
for complete lists of available standard components and accessories.
Contact rep for info about special dimensions, configurations, accessories,
accessories, etc.

Specify:

Details

Notes

Column height

30”, 36”, 76”(standard), or 84”
Special heights available

Column extension kits avail for
utility integration

Bench width (width of work
surface between columns.) Also
referred to as bench ‘length’.

24”, 30”, 36”, 42”, 48”, 60”, or 72”
Special dimensions available

Span up to 72” between
columns with 750 lb.
load capacity.

Single sided work surface depth
(front to back)

24”, 30” or 36”
Special dimensions available

2X for double-sided. See order
guide for available corner units

Starter or Add-on type

Applies to single and double
sided

One starter minimum required for
each row. Mobile option.

Single and/or double-sided
configuration

Same width/length options
as single sided

2X depth of work
surfaces, back to back

Work surface material

High density laminate standard
with full radius front edge

Optional epoxy resin, ESD
laminate, chemical resistant
laminate, Trespa TopLab,
stainless steel, maple

Shelf / shelves depth.

12”, 18”, 24” or special. Mix OK.
27” roll out floor shelf avail.

All steel. With or without lip.
Std. 150 load or optional
heavy duty 500 lb.

Electrical outlets
in height adjustable backsplash

4 or 8 outlets std. Up to 12 avail.
on single circuit. 15A or 20A.
Specials available.

Includes on/off circuit and 10’
power cord. Double-sided
units available

Electrical outlets in column panel

6 or 12 outlets
15A or 20A

Vertical location fixed or
adjustable. Voice & data avail.

Overhead Task Light

Height adjustable but typically
mounts at top of columns

Light adjusts front to
back and pivots

Under shelf task light

Fixed to under side of shelf
above work surface

3 widths available, with on/off
and power cord

Drawers/cabinets. Suspend from
under worksurface, fixed far left
and/or right side

All steel and lockable. Choose
from 4”h personal,
7”h box and 14”h file size.
Also hinged door cabinets.

See order guide for various
available configurations.
Lateral slide adjust option.

Overhead storage

All steel ‘flipper’ recess door
cabinet. 15” x 15”. Mounts
between columns

Std. lab cabinets with sliding or
hinged doors in steel and glass
also available in various sizes.

Utility integration options

Columns serve as chase.
Horizontal chases.

Contact rep for multiple
available solutions for power,
voice, data, gas, water, etc.

Other available components include sink modules, monitor arms, bin bars, cable management,
footrests, keyboard trays, CPU holders, magnifier lights. Contact rep for additional details
and for any assistance with specifying the Evolution product.

